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Completion Diagnostics 
Heats Up The Barnett Shale

Once it was considered “just the source
rock” and relatively uneconomic for wide-
spread commercial development. Today, the
Barnett Shale of North Texas is the hottest
unconventional gas play in the U.S. 

It was a slow start. Only 100 wells were
drilled in the 12 years following the first
Barnett well in 1981. Response to new
technologies such as horizontal drilling and
water fracs, along with improved gas prices,
has led to a dramatic increase in drilling
activity. In the last 12 years, over 4000
wells have been drilled. The majority of
early activity was in the core area of Wise
and Denton counties. Currently there are
approximately 115 rigs drilling in a 10-
county area working for over 100 operators.

Since drilling began, completion 
diagnostics have played a vital role in the
development of the Barnett Shale. 
From early conventional 
completions in 
vertical wellbores 
to current horizontal 
completions, direct measurements from
ProTechnics have provided the only answers
to many technological questions. During
the last five years, ProTechnics has traced in
excess of 500 wells for 35 different operators.

In the early vertical wells, SpectraStim™
isotope tracer services and SpectraScan™
imaging services were used to determine
fracture containment, proppant placement,
and refrac effectiveness.

When the first commercial Barnett Shale
horizontal well was drilled in 2002, opera-
tors bolstered these services with the intro-
duction of SpectraChem chemical tracer
services to address new challenges being
posed by the completions. Among the 
critical questions these diagnostic 
services help answer are:

Chief ’s Barnett Shale Completions
Operations Manager, Ed Benton, said, 

“If the completion had been originally
traced, it would have saved me a

considerable amount of time and
money by just logging the well
and pinpointing the problem

area immediately.”

ProTechnics completion diagnostics contin-
ue to be used to optimize perforation
placement and evaluate multistage comple-
tions. SpectraScan logs clearly illustrate that
stress diversion between stages makes mul-

tistage, uncemented completions an option
in certain areas. ProTechnics diagnostic
tools have also highlighted refrac opportu-
nities and shown the benefit of cemented
horizontals for future restimulations. The
SpectraChem case history in this newsletter
documents an offset well interference study
and discusses cleanup in longer laterals.
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• Is the entire lateral being treated effec-
tively with various staging techniques?

• Are multistage, uncemented horizontal
completions a viable option?

• What are the effects 
of cemented vs. 
uncemented 
horizontal completions?

• What are the important considera-
tions for future refrac opportunities?

• What is the optimum lateral length 
to ensure early stage cleanup?

• What are the effects of fracture 
interference with offset wells?

Recently, operators are finding 
value using surveillance tracing as 

a cost-effective approach to address-
ing completion diagnostic issues. In this

application, the proppant of each stage is
traced with a unique isotope and the well 
is logged when performance or stimulation
issues warrant. This value-added approach
is an excellent means to diagnose cement/
casing integrity problems, production
anomalies and completion effectiveness. 

One recent example of what happens when
you don’t run tracers occurred on a Chief
Oil and Gas well. A casing leak developed
during the first stage (untraced) of a multi-
stage completion. After spending considerable
time and money trying to locate the leak,
Chief called ProTechnics. Our SpectraStim
and SpectraScan services were employed
and the leak was located. The resulting
diagnostics quickly and economically put
Chief back on its completion schedule.
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“IF THE COMPLETION HAD BEEN ORIGINALLY TRACED, 
IT WOULD HAVE SAVED ME A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT
OF TIME AND MONEY BY JUST LOGGING THE WELL AND

PINPOINTING THE PROBLEM AREA IMMEDIATELY.”  
ED BENTON, BARNETT SHALE COMPLETIONS OPERATIONS

MANAGER, CHIEF OIL AND GAS
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SPECTRASTIM TM



To better understand the dynamics of 
treatment fluid cleanup and to optimize
stimulation performance and future well
placement, successful Barnett Shale 
operators often turn to ProTechnics
SpectraChemTM chemical tracing
services.

In these applications, SpectraChem
chemical frac tracers (CFT) are typi-
cally injected into unique segments and
stages of multistage horizontal fracture
stimulations—usually in conjunction with
SpectraStim™ isotope tracers. Scheduled
samples of the flowback fluid are collected
and then analyzed for the CFTs using gas
chromatography and mass spectrometry in
parts per billion. The results are normalized
and plotted to develop a profile of individ-
ual and collective tracer flowback concen-
trations vs. elapsed flowback times or
cumulative flowback volumes. To date,
ProTechnics has applied SpectraChem 
tracer services in approximately 25 wells 
for seven different Barnett Shale operators. 

Two primary uses for SpectraChem tracer
services have evolved for the Barnett Shale:
• Fluid recovery profiles to characterize the

effectiveness of the horizontal section
flowback

• Positive evidence of communication
between treatment well and offset pro-
ducers

SPECTRACHEM ADDS VALUE IN THE BARNETT
On a recent Barnett Shale project, Chief
Oil and Gas used SpectraChem tracers to
evaluate the relative cleanup efficiency and

treatment well communication with
offset producers on a three-stage

horizontal completion.
SpectraChem flowback samples
were obtained on the treatment
well and 12 offset wells 

Effective Flowback and Cleanup

All three stages were pumped to comple-
tion at a rate of 140 BPM and traced as
depicted in Table 1. Post-treatment
SpectraScan diagnostics indicated that the
entire lateral was effectively stimulated.
Figure 1 shows the total flowback contri-
bution for each stage for the seven-week
sampling period. Over 50% of the sampled
fluid came from Stage 2 while the remain-
ing fluid was equally recovered from Stage
1 and Stage 3. This shows reasonably good
recoveries from all three stages when com-
pared to other chemically traced Barnett
wells. The unique aspect of this data is that

Stage 2 is the most dominant stage in
terms of flowback contribution and com-
munication with offset wells (See Figure 2).

Typically, the last stage pumped 
dominates the early fluid recoveries and
then the cleanup increases over time for 
the earlier stages. However, there have been
several chemically traced wells that have
shown no flowback or very poor flowback
from the early stages. This has caused 
several operators to reevaluate their com-
pletion techniques on long laterals. 

Treatment Well Communication with
Offset Producers

The 12 offset wells were analyzed for
potential fracture fluid interference. The
analysis showed five offset wells had frac-
ture communication with the treatment
well. Two of the five had fracture interfer-
ence during all three stimulation stages.  

It is important to note that when analyzing
the offset well production, only one of the
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Stage Volume (lb proppant) SpectraStim Volume SpectraChem

1 729,500 220 mCi Sc-46 ZW 1830 M gal CFT 1000
2 723,000 217 mCi Sb-124 ZW 1850 M gal CFT 2100
3 724,000 220 mCi Ir-192 ZW 850,000 gal CFT 1900

944,500 gal CFT 1200

Table 1

FIG 1 FIG 2



T SHALE
wells had obvious communication
during all three stages. Figure 2 shows
a map view of which treatment-well
stages communicated with which 
offset wells. Figure 3 shows the time-
sequence tracer concentration of all
wells in communication. One of the
key observations of this SpectraChem
analysis was the potential need for a
fourth fracture stimulation nearer the
heel or another wellbore to drain this
unstimulated area southeast of the
surface location.

Currently, ProTechnics has over a
dozen Barnett Shale chemical tracer
projects in the analysis phase and sev-
eral more just getting started. In the
future, this data will offer a tremen-
dous resource when comparing well
performance from area to area. Direct
measurements performed with isotope
and chemical tracers are helping many
operators optimize well spacing,
improve development plans, evaluate
lateral cleanup, modify completion
strategies and diagnose production
and/or stimulation anomalies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT DICK

LEONARD, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, AT

DICK.LEONARD@CORELAB.COM OR 817-239-0817.

GROWING TO 
MEET DEMAND

NEW ADDITIONS
ProTechnics continues to increase
service capabilities and add to its
technology prowess.

Welcome Aboard:

Field Service Representatives
Daron Morgan – Kilgore, TX
Rocky Gonzalez – Alice, TX
Steven Beck – Oklahoma City, OK
Carl Townsend – Farmington, NM
Gene Brock – Farmington, NM
Rudy Benavidez – Bakersfield, CA

Imaging Service Engineers
Dan Carter – Oklahoma City, OK

Senior Reservoir Engineer
Andy Lee – Houston, TX

Lab Technician
Sharita Gregory – Houston, TX

Data Analyst
Derrick George – Houston, TX

Research and Development, 
Sr. Design Engineer
Peter Barrett – Houston, TX

Promotions
Wade Hutchinson has been 
named the new Director of Sales
and Marketing. Wade brings 25
years experience in stimulation 
with 18 years specific to comple-
tion diagnostic technologies.

Congratulations and Good Luck
In Your New Positions!!

2005 SPE ATCE
Join us at Core Lab booth 2024 for
the latest in completion diagnostics
and reservoir optimization. 

GOHFER 2005
Sign Up for In-Depth Training 

from the Experts

Make the most of the latest 
GOHFER software with in-depth 

training from the experts. The course,
Advanced Fracturing Design Theory 
and Model Usage, will be conducted 

in Houston, October 24-27. It follows
recent courses in Denver and Calgary.

The course provides in-depth 
understanding of hydraulic fracturing
from theory to design strategies, and
offers hands-on training applied to 

individual stimulation projects.

Instructors for the course are Dr. Robert
Barree, the primary developer of GOHFER,
Dr. Michael Conway, president of Stim-

Lab, and Senior Technical Engineer
Kevin Svatek, ProTechnics.

TO ENROLL, CONTACT KEVIN AT

KEVIN.SVATEK@CORELAB.COM, OR CALL 713-328-2304.
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EXPERT’S CORNER
Barnett Shale Technical Discussion 

APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY 
IS UNLOCKING
THE SECRETS 
OF SHALE GAS
DEVELOPMENT

In the current issue
of Expert’s Corner, 
we are proud to present an interview 
with Barnett Shale expert Lee Matthews,
president of Cornerstone N. G.
Engineering, LP. 

After graduating from the University of
Texas with a BS in Petroleum Engineering
and a Masters in Business, he worked for
several majors and large independents. 
Lee joined Mitchell Energy in Fort Worth
Texas as a senior operations engineer in
1993. While at Mitchell Energy, Lee began
to develop his expertise in the Barnett
Shale and distinguish himself as a true 
pioneer in developing and applying tech-
nologies that have helped unlock the 
secrets of shale gas development

Developing successful drilling and comple-
tion strategies to make the Barnett Shale
commercially viable has been an evolution-

Learn how completion diagnostics from
ProTechnics benefits a broad range of 
applications. Hot off the press, our new 
literature package is a comprehensive 
overview of all our product and service 
lines. Information on chemical and 
isotope tracers and imaging technology 
is presented along with a full review 
of services and capabilities available 
through the Core Laboratories Production
Enhancement divisions of ProTechnics, 
Stim-Lab, PROMORE and Owen Oil Tools.

UPDATE YOUR COMPLETION DIAGNOSTIC SERVICE LIBRARY BY CONTACTING

US AT WWW.CORELAB/PROTECHNICS.COM AND CLICKING ON THE “NEW

LITERATURE” BUTTON, OR BY ASKING YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE.

BY POPULAR DEMAND
New ProTechnics Literature

ary process that has taken 25 years. In the
early 1980s, vertical wells and conventional
fracture treatments were being performed
with marginal success. Today, cutting edge
completions which incorporate high tech
horizontal wells and massive water fracs
have made the Barnett Shale one of the
hottest plays in the domestic U.S. 

Through his career Lee has been at the
forefront of Barnett Shale development.
In this interview, which can be read in 
its entirety on the ProTechnics website at
www.protehnics.com, Lee will comment 
on such important topics as;

• Design parameters for horizontal 
completions

• Role of completion diagnostics has played
• Effect of natural fractures and fracture

swarms on completion success
• Completion impact of interwell 

communication during fracturing
• Optimum acre spacing in the 

expansion acreage
• Whether to cement the laterals

Notable quotes from the interview:

“Placement of the lateral should respect 
subsurface geologic control and structural 
features such as faults or karsts.”

“It doesn’t make much sense to perforate
swarms of fractures if you cannot consistently
extend a significant stimulation treatment
through them.”

“Compartmentalized sections (due to lime-
stone stringers) of the Barnett will require
greater well density to unlock those reserves.”

“While uncemented laterals provide the 
greatest exposure at the wellbore, they do 
not necessarily provide the greatest reservoir
contact at the conclusion of the frac.”

“Don’t bother drilling it, if you’re not going to
frac it!”

LEE  MATTHEWS CAN BE CONTACTED AT HLMPE@SBCGLOBAL.NET

OR 817-348-0700.
LEE MATTHEWS

Note from the Editor
The Expert’s Corner is a continuing
feature of ProTechnology newsletter.
Our objective is to bring you inter-
views and discussions with industry-
recognized experts that examine the
latest and most current knowledge
and opinions on the subject of 
stimulation. The entire interview 
may be downloaded from the
ProTechnics website.

TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS, IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS

ABOUT EXPERT’S CORNER, PLEASE CONTACT WADE

HUTCHINSON AT WADE.HUTCHINSON@CORELAB.COM


